Maadi today stands on the site of a town that has turned out to be a significant predynastic, Ancient Egyptian archaeological site, founded ca. 3500 B.C.[2] Building activity in the area has destroyed some archaeologically sensitive places.[3] Maadi traces its modern history to 1904, when the railway between Cairo to the north and Helwan to the south was built. This, in combination with land speculation by the Mosseri cousins and city planning by Alexander Adams, gave rise to a new town. Construction was originally limited to the area adjacent to the railway, but eventually spread west to the Parts of the Maadi site was initially excavated in 1918, and the results of this investigation became public in a report to the International Congress of Geography in 1925. Three years later, Egyptologist J. Lucas visited the site and identified three specific areas of settlement. Excavations. In the earliest years of this project between 1930 and 1933, the excavations were conducted in cooperation with the German Institute of Archaeology (O. Menghin, K. Bittle). In total, there were eleven archaeological missions carried out by the University of Cairo under the leadership of various Egyptian and foreign prehistorians. The site of Maadi is located on a narrow ridge in the mouth of the Wadi al-Tih. The site Maadi, now a southern suburb of Cairo, contains one of the few late-predynastic settlements ever recognized and extensively excavated. Although recent discoveries at Buto, in the Delta, 106 IsabellaCaneva, Marcella Frangipane and Alba Palmieri confirm the presence of a vast network of predynastic settlements in Lower Egypt, the site as yet provides the only source of information for a systematic reconstruction of the way of life, the cultural contacts and the exchange systems presumably diffused in the region during the second half of the thirteenth millennium BC. Street 250, Al Basatin Al Gharbeyah, Maadi Cairo, Cairo Governorate, Egypt.

The American corner of Maadi Public Library offers a series of programs and workshops in Arabic and English in October 2020 at Maadi Public Library (taking into account precautionary measures) and also online using Zoom app. Please choose Activity / activities to participate in. Link to book activities: https://forms.gle/Tq5EqZdnhtFhvP7d7 The Art of Oratory and Diction (Presentation Skills) https://bit.ly/329c3XU 0z-0z-0z-0z-0z-0z-0z-0z-0z How to Market yourself in the Job Market https://bit.ly/2Q9RE9o Link to book Shift program for young people aged 14 shorturl.at/mhK01 Waiting for you, be...